
Privacy policy 
The SMT MMS – Machine Monitoring System (hereinafter referred to as the “SMT MMS”) is a mobile 
application that serves as a client application to the main machine monitoring system. The operation 
of the application is provided by SMT a.s. with its registered office at Tylova 1/57, 301 00 Pilsen, Czech 
Republic. For the correct functionality of the application, it is necessary to process some information 
from the category of sensitive data. Below are the conditions under which the information is 
processed. 

Processed data 
- Static application usage information provided through official stores (Google Play and App 

Store). 
- The version of the operating system on which the application is installed. 
- User data intended for user identification (login, user name, e-mail). 

 

Processing conditions 
All data provided by the user is used only for communication with the main system of SMT MMS and 
is not passed on to third parties (with the exception of anonymized statistical data). User data is only 
processed by the main application and serves to identify and authorize the person. Personal data is 
stored in the server part of the application located at the monitored machines and is not passed on to 
third parties. 

Period of data retention 
The data provided by the user is permanently stored in the main system of SMT MMS. At the user’s 
request, this data can be deleted by the system administrator. Statistical information is stored for the 
entire time the application is used on the official store side (Google Play and App Store). 

Validity and updating of conditions 
These conditions are valid from 1 December 2022. In case of changes, these conditions will be revised, 
including the date of issue and validity. 

 

If you have any questions about the privacy policy or the application itself, please contact  
SMT MMS a.s. (Contacts can be found at https://www.cz-smt.cz/en/contacts). 


